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News

Fenestration Database
Hits Over 20,000
Following an intensive period
of investigation from Insight
Data’s research team, the
firm’s nationwide fenestration
database
has
now
surpassed 20,000 decisionmaker contacts.
These 20,000 contacts all hold
senior positions within 13,800
fabricators and installers that
make up the fenestration database, giving suppliers into the
glass and glazing great market
intelligence.
Alex Tremlett, Operations
Manager at Insight Data, says:
“While the number of fabricators and installers has continued
to decline over the past few
years, the Insight research team
has successfully managed to
increase the number of decision
maker contacts we hold. This

means our clients have
more opportunities to promote and sell
their products
and services
than ever before.
“It’s taken a lot of work to
track these contacts down but by
investing in our research team
and technology we’ve managed
to surpass the 20,000 milestone, which is a fantastic
achievement for the team.”
The Installer and sister publication, The Fabricator, both utilise
this data to promote their respective media channels – achieving
better results than any competitor publisher because of the
intelligence in the way the data
is manipulated.

Adds Tremlett: “Our data contains a host of valuable business
and financial information – all
the key information you need to
see if a company is a worthwhile prospect is at your fingertips, helping our clients make
better business decisions.”
Read more about what is contained in the data and how to
make best use of it through
Salestracker, an online CRM
platform with a host of features –
turn to page 35 of this issue. i

Help To Grow – Free Software

The Help to Grow: Digital
Scheme launched recently
provides businesses with
discounts of up to £5,000 on
approved digital accounting
and
customer
relations
management software.
The scheme is backed by a
separate dedicated website
providing free, impartial support
to boost businesses’ digital skills.
The software that has been
approved includes well-known
brands that will help smaller businesses to effectively manage their
finances and build customer relationships – ‘levelling up’ (a
favourite government catchphrase) the way businesses are
run and helping them to scale up.
The Help to Grow: Manage-

ment Scheme launched in 2021
as part of a wider government
effort to back businesses. Help to
Grow: Management offers business leaders management and
leadership training. Designed to
be manageable alongside fulltime work, businesses receive 50
hours of training across 12
weeks. The course is 90% funded
by government and delivered by
leading business schools across
the UK, with the support of experienced entrepreneurs and leading figures from industry.
”I want UK businesses to be
primed and ready to seize all the
opportunities on the horizon as
we build back better from the
pandemic. Adopting technology
means higher performance. The

Help to Grow: Digital Scheme is
future-proofing our small businesses and putting the UK at the
forefront of the worldwide digital
revolution,” said Business Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng at launch.
Mike Cherry, National Chair at
the Federation of Small Businesses, added: “Small businesses
are often keen to embrace new
technologies, yet we know that 1
in 4 lack confidence in their own
basic digital skills. For those small
firms who are eligible, providing
the means to make improvements
through projects like this will
make a real difference for those
that are keen to expand their
knowledge and skills.” i
helptogrow.campaign.gov.uk
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Kingston And Countryside
To Build 2,170 Homes
A joint venture partnership of
Countryside the housebuilder
and Kingston Council has
received outline planning
approval
for
Kingston’s
Cambridge Road Estate and
its mixed-use regeneration
masterplan, comprising 2,170
homes in total.
The approval follows a successful ballot of residents of the Estate
back in March 2020 when the
vote was overwhelmingly in
favour of the plans to regenerate
their neighbourhood. A detailed
planning application has also
been approved for Phase 1
Construction is expected to puts us on the path to delivering
of the regeneration, which will
begin
in summer 2022. Cllr on our priorities to tackle climate
comprise 452 homes in total,
Emily
Davey,
Housing Portfolio change and increase the number
1,250sq.m of community space,
290sq.m of office space and Holder for Housing, Kingston of affordable homes, new jobs
395sq.m of retail/commercial Council, says: “This project will and apprenticeship opportunities
deliver a boost for Kingston. It in the borough.” i
space.

Relocation Leads To Path To Success

Soon after more than doubling in size and moving from
a 4,700 square foot manufacturing facility in Bolton to a
10,000 square foot premises
in St Helens, Premier Arches
was forced to shut its doors
thanks to the lockdown.
6 | News | The Installer

Since then, however,
the decision to upscale
has proved a huge
success.
Premier Arches Managing Director Sean
Greenall says: “The initial lockdown in early
2020 was a real challenge for us as we
faced a very unpredictable market. But as
soon as restrictions
were lifted, we saw a
surge in demand for
our products, and the additional
space allowed us to significantly
increase capacity and production.
“Thanks to this increased
capacity, we were able to
successfully deal with the buoyant market conditions, supply

chain woes, price increases and
extended lead times. As a result,
we’ve seen year on year growth,
including a 94% sales uplift from
2020 to 2021.
“This year, we plan on expanding production and capacity
even further by installing a new
mezzanine floor and investing in
new machinery.”
Greenall continues: “Premier
Arches manufactures and supplies the awkward products that
others don’t want to make, helping their customers to focus on
what they’re good at. Thanks to
our successful expansion, we’ve
equipped ourselves to continue
that service and provide customers with high-quality products
and honest customer service for
years to come.” i

Visit us at this years
FIT Show and enter the

bi-folding
door
SAVE
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£1000
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For more information
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Cover Story

Shading And
Privacy Boost Blind
Demand
With curtains and traditional
window dressings not being
as fashionable as they once
were, homeowners are turning to blinds to provide the
shading and privacy they are
looking for, writes Morley
Glass’ Ian Short.
Many people also want clean
sightlines and less clutter – something that can be at odds with
standard blinds. Such blinds are
also incompatible garden doors.
So, many homeowners will be
asking how they incorporate
shading and privacy into these
premium products at the very
early stages of planning their
renovation work or extension.
Upsell
This presents an excellent opportunity to offer Uni-Blinds integral
blinds with new windows and
doors. These sleek blinds, that sit
between the panes of glass inside double glazed units, enable
any accomplished window and
door installer to provide homeowners with a package that fits
how they want their homes to
look today.
8 | Cover Story | The Installer

See us at FIT
This is why the Uni-Blinds brand is
growing strongly, reflecting the
homeowner shift, with volumes up
50% in 2021 alone. Every
Uni-Blinds unit features quality
ScreenLine blind systems from
Pellini, which is renowned globally
– all systems will be showcased at
the 2022 FIT Show on the Morley
Glass, Stand No. N31.
Unlock a superb sales
opportunity with Uni-Blinds
Uni-Blinds integral blinds with
ScreenLine inside are manufactured to always look great and
function reliably over time,
providing the best value to homeowners. And remember, the additional cost to the homeowner
versus windows and doors without integrated blinds will be
offset by that fact that they will
save money by not having to buy
additional window dressings.
Range
Uni-Blinds also provides a
solution that caters for a huge variety of tastes and property
types, enabling careful tailoring

of the blinds to fit customer
needs. The range includes
Venetian and pleated integral
blinds with five different control
systems and a wide variety of
colours. And the range is always
evolving to enable integral blinds
to be finely tuned to different
lifestyles and personal tastes as
our two most recent innovations
demonstrate – the pleated blackout integral blind, and the SV+
Sliding Venetian integral blind
which is symmetrically balanced.
Customer service
Further Uni-Blinds benefits come
through our service, which
includes nationwide aftersales
support and delivery at no extra
cost in as little as 10-12 days
when ordered by 10:00am on
Thursdays. No long lead times
and no long-distance shipping to
delay installations. i
Picture: Installers can sell the
complete windows, doors
and blinds package with
Uni-Blinds from Morley Glass.
To find out more visit
www.morleyglass.co.uk

roof
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IPK01
Supply & install the multi-award-winning aluminium
Korniche Roof Lantern. Fitted in minutes, glazed in
seconds. The strongest lantern in class, available up to
3x2.5m in four glass panels and a maximum size of 6x4m

Delivering the best products, with
the best service, at the best price
Contact Made for Trade for a Kwikquote today

madefortrade.co | sales@madefortrade.co | 01642 610799
*Discount applies to all trade customers and applied to the ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Korniche Roof Lantern

The Don Waterworth Technical & Legal Column

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

Beware of Existing
Defects – Roofline

If you are installing facias or soffits, make sure your provide
ventilation and possibly also breathable felt writes Don Waterworth,
The Installer’s Technical Expert. Otherwise condensation will form
that will damage the property – and your reputation!
Picture: This installation saw
no ventilation to the soffits
and no breathable felt – but
there was plenty of
condensation…and an
unhappy householder…and
an installer that was soon to
be in trouble.
I recently carried out at a
survey at a 20-year old semidetached property with a
traditional cavity wall and
with concrete interlocking
tiles to the roof, writes The
Installer’s Technical Expert,
Don Waterworth.
The fascias and soffits were set in
PVC, I noted that there was
no ventilation to the soffits and
therefore assumed that when I
inspected the roof space, I would
find breathable felt.
Condensation
I was somewhat surprised to find
that there was an extensive
amount of condensation attached
to the underside of the felt and the
felt in fact was not acting as a
breathable membrane. See Photo
attached. As you are all no doubt
aware, condensation forming in a
roof space is unacceptable, hence
the need for soffit ventilation or
breathable felt.

inside the roof space and ascertain the capability of the felt to
either attract condensation or to
dissipate condensation. If you
were simply to replace the roofline
products having not inspected the
roof space, then some months
later (more than likely between
October and March), the householder enters the roof space and
finds the underside of the felt wet
with condensation, then there are
no prizes for guessing who the
householder will blame.

Keep your nose clean
So be aware and make sure that
you cover yourself, go the extra
mile during the survey and check
any elements which are not
performing effectively and which
Do a proper survey
This brings in mind the need for all elements after installation could
Fenestration Surveyors to look lead you into a dispute. Don.
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This article has been written
by our technical writer –
Principal Surveyor
Don Waterworth of
hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
Don also acts as an Expert
Witness and is an
Accredited Mediator.
Tel: 01942 523702
Tuesday-Thursday
10:00am-3:00pm.
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FIT Show News

www.fitshow.co.uk

Don’t Slow Down –
Get To FIT

The demand tide will have to
turn at some point, says one
of the FIT Show’s major
exhibitors – so what can
installers do about the
predicted market slowdown? And should they
come to the FIT Show to find
solutions and innovations?
The Installer and sister publication, The Fabricator will be there
in force – and so the answer to
the second question has to be
an emphatic ‘yes’.

Business Pilot
It’s unlikely that the UK home
improvement market will see a
repeat of 2020 and 2021, which
means that once the backlog has
been cleared, installers are going
to need to maximise profitability
and think creatively about where
they find leads.
The FIT Show and Business Pilot
have teamed up to explore the
predicted market slowdown and
what installers can do to reduce
the risks associated with it – and
produce this exclusive interview.
Elton Boocock, MD of Business
Pilot, told The Installer: “We
haven’t and I don’t think we are
going to see, a crash in demand,
so in that sense, we’re not looking at a cliff-edge. It is, however,
sensible to expect some normalisation and adjustment in the market later this year. That is likely to
represent a contraction on the last
two years.”
Lead drop
This is reflected in some of the figures coming out of the Business
Pilot Barometer, an anonymised
measure of average leads and
sales, among its CRM and business management tool customer
12 | FIT Show News | The Installer

base. This showed a drop in sales
of 38% in December. Leads were
down 44% on the preceding
month. “That’s not something that
anyone needs to worry about”,
continued Boocock. “Installers are
also busy. With order books full
for 12-weeks, maybe they haven’t
brought the same focus to lead
generation. The tide will, however, at some point have to turn.”

Covid era and December 2019,
and they’re 60% lower. “Again,
there are a number of reasons
Come to FIT
why no one needs to panic but it
And that’s exactly what FIT Show does hint things may be slower
event director, Nickie West is this spring than they have been in
urging exhibitors and visitors to the last two.”
consider when prioritising the
event, which returns to the NEC Pilot your business
from May 10-12. West says: Business Pilot delivers real-time
“We really have been operating information on true profitability
in unprecedented times and against every job, as well as helpwhilst market demand has been ing installers to manage cash
high, we know that this is going flow, win new business and manto slow and that installers and fit- age operations.
ters need to be investing in the
“While there isn’t going to be a
right platforms now to help secure crash, some of the disciplines of
their pipelines beyond 2022. FIT running a good business are
Show will come at just the right going to become more importime to help them do that.”
tant,” Boocock said. “That includes running your business
Boom
efficiently to understand and maxThe window and door industry imise your profitability. “
was on target for significant
West added: “The industry will
growth before the pandemic hit, be showcasing the latest solutions
at around 5% year-on-year to help installers to operate more
through to 2023. The growth that effectively at FIT Show. There’s no
has been seen in the last 18- time like the present to prioritise
months h
as been exponential, improving business operations –
estimates suggesting that it’s whether that’s investing in the
topped 25-30%.
latest products and technology,
learning and upskilling or just takBust?
ing the time to speak directly to
Boocock continued: “December is suppliers and manufacturers all
not a typical month but if we under one roof. And that’s why
benchmark it across the last three FIT Show in May will be unmissyears, we see that year-on-year able for anyone looking to be stasales December 2021 were ble in the business.” i
down 23% on those for 2020.
Go back a year further to the pre- www.businesspilot.co.uk

Designed to maximise natural light
Commonly thought of as a commercial product, curtain walling is becoming increasingly specified
for homes to create a light and airy living space. The architect specified the Kestrel Aluminium100mm
box and plate curtain walling system incorporating Kestrel 60mm windows to maximise natural light
and give a dramatic frontage to this prestigious development on the Coton House Estate, near Rugby.
For more information, visit www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk or call 0121 333 3575.

WINDOWS

DOORS

ROOFING

SHOPFRONT

CURTAIN WALL

BRINGING LIGHT INTO LIVING

www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk

GGF Technical Column

New Building
Regulations – What
You Need To Know

www.ggf.org.uk

The changes to Approved Documents F, L & O of the Building Regulations become
statutory on 15 June this year and cannot be ignored. However, not every change
has been well received, writes our GGF Technical Author.
The much vaunted – and
arguably overdue – changes
to the Building Regulations
that will come into effect
having caused a l
ot of
controversy in the window
and door industry since they
were first published in
December last year.
Approved Document F has, in
particular, been the topic of
many a discussion over the past
couple of months, as the new
regulations will require most
replacement windows and doors
to be fitted with trickle vents. This
is dependent on the room type,
volume of windows/doors fitted
and if sufficient proof can be
provided that the installation
does not make the situation
any worse, however, the vast
majority of windows and doors
installed from June 15 are likely
to require trickle vents.
Prepare
The industry should prepare itself
accordingly. The combined
wealth of expertise and industry
insight that lies within and at the
disposal of the GGF Group and
its core organisations, makes us
ideally placed to provide our
Members and the industry at
large, with the data and information on which to make informed
decisions.
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With that background in mind,
For bathrooms with or without
the following is a summary of the a toilet you should provide trickle
changes being brought in.
vents with a minimum Equivalent
Area of 4,000mm.sq.
Approved Document F
Habitable room trickle vents
Ventilation and the compliance can be reduced to an Equivalent
of windows and doors is mostly Area of 4,000mm.sq if the
contained with Section 3.14 to dwelling has continuous extract
3.16 of the new document ventilation (excluding
Wet
although additional information Rooms).
is provided in Section 1.
Installing trickle vents can be
Section 3.14
refers to excluded if another ventilation
windows being removed which provision meets the requirements
contain trickle vents. For compli- and can be proven to Building
ance, the new windows must Control as meeting the following
also contain trickle vents which conditions in Section 3.2:
are no smaller in Equivalent a. Meet the standards in the relArea than those being removed evant approved document.
and controllable either automati- b. Not be less satisfactory than
cally or by the occupant.
before the work was carried out.
If the size of the trickle vents in NOTE: Ventilation through infilthe windows being replaced are tration should be considered to
not known, then follow the guide- be part of the ventilation provilines in Section 3.15.
sion of a dwelling. Reducing infilSection 3.15 refers to replac- tration might reduce the indoor
ing the windows that will make air quality of the dwelling below
the dwelling more airtight. If the standards required.
there is no mechanical ventilation with heat recovery i
n the Equivalent Area
dwelling, the installer must If it is not technically feasible to fit
ensure that ventilation is no trickle vents to the minimum
worse than before the new win- Equivalent Area then you are
required to fit trickle vents as
dows were installed.
Trickle vents must be fitted to close to the minimum value as
windows in each habitable room possible.
The Equivalent Area is measand kitchen to provide a minimum Equivalent Area of ured by room, not by window,
so trickle vents can be fitted to
8,000mm.sq.

GGF Technical Column

multiple windows in a room.
Night latches are not acceptable as ventilation.

Description

Minor Measures
If the Energy Efficiency works is
only the replacement of windows
and doors then you need to
follow 3.14 to 3.16. However, if
the installation of windows is less
than 30% of the total windows • If the room has windows in
opposing walls then trickle
and doors and no other Energy
vents should be fitted to both
Efficiency work has been or will
windows for cross ventilation.
be carried out then this would be
regarded as a Minor Measure • If the window is close to an
area of sustained and loud
and no additional ventilation
noise, then a noise attenuating
would be required.
trickle vent should be fitted.
• If fans and trickle vents are
Major Measures
fitted in the same room, they
Over 30% or additional Energy
should be at least 500mm
Efficiency measures would be
apart.
considered Major Measures and
compliance with the trickle vent
minimum Equivalent Area would Approved Document L –
Energy Efficiency
be mandatory.
The ‘U’ Values, Window Energy
Ratings (WER) and doorset enOther considerations
In addition, there are the follow- ergy ratings (DSER) of replacement windows and doors must be
ing considerations:
• Trickle vents must be 1700mm no worse than that of the element
being replaced and must meet
above floor level.
the
limiting standards of Table
• Trickle vents are intended to
4.2
below.
normally be left open.

Communication channels
The GGF and FENSA will
continue to meet with government
officials to make the case for a
more
informed
approach,
especially towards the issue of
trickle vents. Both organisations
will continue a campaign to
ensure that members and the
industry will be kept fully
informed about any changes that
may come about as a result. i
In the meantime, everyone
should make themselves
aware at least of the basics,
whilst the full document may
be viewed here:
www.gov.uk/ government/
consultations/
the-future-buildings-standard
The Installer| GGF Technical Column | 15
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Colours & Finishes

SAME TRICKLEVENTS 5000, 4000, 2500 & 2000 EQA
LESS TIME NEEDED FOR ROUTING AND INSTALLATION

L1B F
A
1
L
New building regulation
requirements for England
and Wales, Part F (Ventilation),
Part L (Conservation of Fuel
and Power)

For more information or to find your local stockist
visit: glazpart.com or call 01295 264533 to speak
with one of the team.

Energy & Environment
Surely every installer in the UK recycles the
windows they remove because it just makes
sense? Sadly not, says Veka Recycling’s Simon
Scholes, who believes any company that ignores
the positives of recycling the old windows they
remove, is missing a trick.

Everyone Recycles
Old Windows, Right?
The practice of taking whole
end-of-life, PVC-U window
and door frames and breaking them down into re-usable
component materials, is
hardly new, writes Simon
Scholes of Veka Recycling.
My own company built the first
plant specifically for the purpose
of taking old frames as far back
as 1993, with our latest plant
built right here in the Heart of
Britain at Wellingborough.
It opened for business in 2018,
the most advanced of its type in
Europe. And we are not alone,
with several major brands now
having PVC-U recycling facilities,
mostly in mainland Europe and
with a handful in the UK.

Coming in tonnes
Every day at our Wellingborough plant tonnes of frames,
with
glass
removed
but
inevitably complete with hardware, gaskets and reinforcement, are craned on to a
conveyor to be crushed,
pounded, shaken, sieved and
blown about before ending up
as steel, aluminium, rubber and
PVC-U pellets, ready to be
melted, cast, extruded or be
moulded into brand new products, increasingly including new
window and door profiles.
A success story
It’s one heck of a thing to see.
And especially impressive when

one considers the criticism that
plastics get, generally. It is a
success story by any standards
and o
ne that redresses the
balance to a degree, by taking
a plastic that may well have
been produced using material
drawn from the Earth’s crust but
which is then given a new start
over and over to offer a life span
of at least 350 years.
And if the planet is still spinning at that time, I am sure that
the latest science will enable its
life to be extended still further.
Where do the
missing windows go?
Even today, as an industry we
are pretty good at this, collecting
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Energy & Environment

and recycling an estimated 80%
of the old frames that are removed, a figure that we arrive at
by comparing the new frames
that are installed in existing
dwellings. But that means 20%,
perhaps as much as 20,000
tonnes a year, are unaccounted
for. Which is one hell of a lot of
PVC-U – valuable, re-usable,
sustainable PVC-U!
Now I don’t for a minute believe that it is all lost because
anything that has a value will be
sold on, even if by unscrupulous
traders and with questionable
ends. But a great deal of it still
ends up in landfill or lost with
mixed plastics or incinerated.
And that is when the tremendous qualities of this extraordinary material serve the planet
badly by either sitting there completely unaffected by the elements or lost to a recycling loop,
confirming the cliché that it isn’t
plastic that is the problem, it is
the way it is disposed of. There
is no reason at all why every single frame that is removed from
buildings up and down the country cannot become something
brand new, again and again.
And the power to ensure that
every single frame is re-purposed, re-manufactured, allowed
to serve a valuable purpose

once more lies with us, in the
window and door industry. And
rather than act of eco-warriors, it
is installers who can ensure that
old PVC-U frames are collected
by a recognised, registered company – and put money in their
the pockets and every company
back along the supply chain.
Positive messages
For the installer, your homeowner customer will think more
positively about your company
if they know what is happening
to their old frames and they will
certainly remember that when
they are asked by friends and
neighbours who fitted their
shiny new frames. Indeed, by including evidence of your commitment to thoughtful disposal of
their old frames, may well be
the thing that actually lands you
the order.
Many fabricators operate a
consolidation service on behalf
of their installers, one that shows
further commitment to their
installer customers and which
increases loyalty in a notoriously
fickle sector. The more your
customers depend upon you,
their key supplier, the longer you
will keep them. The efficient
disposal of old frames is a major
logistical problem removed.
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Systems approach
And a step further back, the
systems house…well, these days
they are so happy to take the
fresh new PVC-U pellets that
come out of our factory, more
than ever because they understand the sheer common sense of
reducing the amount of virgin
material being pushed through
their extruders. And that even if
the drive to protect the planet is
not compelling enough, the
reliance upon the increasingly
fragile and expensive supply
chain for virgin PVC-U resin must
be reduced.
And sustainability is what the
public wants, what sells everything in the 21st century.
Get it to us
Oh, and of course, we the
recycler, want everything that
you have for us, with lots of ways
of ensuring it gets back to us
here in Wellingborough to begin
the journey all over again. i
Pictures: Veka Recycling’s
purpose built plant opened
for business in 2018, the most
advanced of its type in
Europe. It has continued to
expand and improve.
www.veka-recycling.co.uk/

Revolutionary clip-in bead
and pre-gasketed frames
deliver bi-folding doors ﬁt
for 2022

Quote with
conﬁdence
Homeowner interest in
the Korniche brand at
an all-time high.

Made for Trade unveils
the new Korniche
Bi-Folding doors at
the hugely successful

Homebuilding & Renovation

Shows for 2022

engineered
to install faster
priced to sell

Make a more
memorable entrance
Expertly engineered, Korniche
bi-folding doors exude the
same quality in their function
as they do in design, with
an exclusive roller system
that delivers an effortlessly
smooth guide every time.

It is also impossible to turn
the handle at all while the key is
still in the lock. This means that
there is no risk of accidentally
opening or damaging the
doors as a result of the key
remaining in place.

A unique, pivoting axle in the
rollers allows the wheels
to follow any undulations
in the stainless-steel tracks
underneath. Combined
with sealed bearings in the
stainless-steel wheels and
lateral rollers, the doors
will glide effortlessly and
smoothly for years to come.

Featuring polyamide thermal
breaks, our bi-folding doors
are designed to keep heat in
and the cold out.

The doors also feature
additional security in the form
of a shoot-bolt handle that
cannot be forced open from
the outside. This is down to
an innovative anti back-drive
feature that is designed into it.

Faster

Stronger

Korniche’s smart technology
includes a specially designed
and patented clip-in bead that
allows the glass to be
installed or replaced
in minutes.

Come and see the
new Bi-folding doors
Birmingham NEC
24th-27th March 2022

Stand B141
Warmer

Slimmer

Innovation unlocked

A bi-folding door evolution
With a host of brand-new Innovations MFT
brings a premium bi-folding door into the market at a
price point to make it the buyers “natural selection”
Made for Trade are getting ready to launch the second product in the
award winning Korniche systems range, the much-anticipated Korniche
bi-folding door. This brand-new product makes many of the 2019
Korniche concept doors features a production reality, and with them
come some signiﬁcant new innovations to beneﬁt installers, resellers,
and end users alike.
One of the key features of the new door showcased with great success
at the 2019 FIT, is the true all aluminium clip bead with pre-ﬁtted
gasket, a feature which really upholds the Korniche FASTER USP.
This allows the doors to be literally glazed in seconds and signiﬁcantly
decreases the time spent on site, maximizing that all important margin
for the installer.
The new product is also SAFER. This is down to PAS24 as standard on
every door set and MFT’s ‘safety for no extra cost’ delivery innovation.
Full details and new brochure on the new features which make the
Korniche bi-folding door FASTER, WARMER, SLIMMER, STRONGER
and now SAFER than the competition are on the madefortrade
website.

Get a quote today for the
exciting new Korniche
aluminium bi-folding door
by registering your interest
at
sales@madefortrade.co o r
calling MFT on
01642 610 799

madefortrade.co

aluminium
bi-folding
doors
raising the
standard
Expect more of the same engineering
excellence from the new Korniche aluminium
bi-folding door by MADE FOR TRADE
With one success story under their belt, Made For Trade are
looking to take the engineering expertise displayed with the
Korniche roof lantern and raise the bar again with the launch
of their highly anticipated and innovative aluminium Korniche
bi-folding door.
Brimming with innovate features, the new doors glide off
the state-of-the-art CNC production line in the north-east of
England boasting a plethora of USP’s as STANDARD, helping
and speeding up the installation process whilst also creating
some very attractive features for the consumer. Some of
these innovations include:
Patented pre gasketed aluminium clip bead with a quick
release deglazing tool supplied with each kit as STANDARD
First of its kind, Made for Trade have developed what they
believe to be the best clip bead on the market. The patented
mechanism utilises an outer part of traditional powder coated
aluminium to match the surrounding sash perfectly, but they
have invented a way of harnessing the high tolerance and
reliable snap characteristics seen in thermal break polyamide
material to work as the clip element. With the high precision
materials and equally high manufacturing tolerances, the
result is stunning and MFT claim that it reduces beading
time to a matter of seconds per sash! That’s not all though.
On those occasions that glass needs to be removed, a special
deglazing tool that engages down the glass line to remove
the bead quickly and easily in a couple of seconds has been
included in each kit. This means the glass can be removed
without risk of damaging the powder coating ﬁnish of the bead
or sash!

PAS24:2016 as STANDARD
YALE 3 star locking barrel as STANDARD
High quality FUHR main door lock as STANDARD
Self-adjusting, ﬂoating roller hardware with sealed bearings
for a true glide feel as STANDARD
Ergonomic anti back-drive shoot-bolt handle with integrated
key lock as STANDARD
Rolled in thermal breaks on selected proﬁles to eliminate
overspray onto the polyamide ensuring a high-quality ﬁnish
as STANDARD
Bespoke designed and suited trafﬁc and shoot-bolt handles
with matching ﬁnishes as STANDARD
Made For Trade consider service and reliability to be equally
important to building strong, long-lasting partnerships with
their loyal customers. Therefore, each door is delivered
comprehensively wrapped in cardboard protective packaging
with an integrated placement for the parts box including the
same high end and easy to follow installation guide as ﬁrst
seen with the lantern. Creating customer conﬁdence in the
brand is a key focus at MFT and so all this is backed up with a
10-year warranty as STANDARD
sales@madefortrade.co o r
calling MFT on 01642 610 799

madefortrade.co
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Building Regulation
Changes Puts Focus
On Sealant Tapes

New building regulations coming into force this year will
require windows to be made even more airtight, says Andy
Swift, sales and operations manager for ISO-Chemie.

Changes to Part L of the
Building Regulations, which
come into effect from June
2022, will see the provision
fo
r stricter standards and
compliance
procedures
around energy and ventilation performance, writes
Andy Swift.
Specifically, to ensure continuity of the air barrier, window and
door units will have to connect to
the primary air barrier and the
frames will need to be taped to
surrounding structural openings
using air sealing tape.
This comes against the back-

drop where evidence points to delaying or avoiding the specifidoors and windows as the main cation of better energy efficient
source of the nation’s chronic window and door sealing.
energy inefficient homes. Indeed,
it could be said that in the light of Air tightness improvements
product innovation over the In this respect, the changes to
years, its perhaps ‘criminal’ that Part L will have to be seen as a
the hundreds of thousands of new step in the right direction for the
or retrofit installations completed new build fenestration sector. It
each year go unchecked or will see requirements for improveunregulated, producing a legacy ments in air tightness, forcing
of problems for years to come them from 10 air changes per
and costing millions of pounds to hour down to 8 air changes per
rectify. This is a pity because with hour and also the U-value on winadvancements in cost effective, dows shifting from 1.6 to
easy-to-use technologies, there is 1.2wm2k/H, which will require
never a justifiable reason for more energy efficient sealant
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solutions such as thermal foam
tapes. The requirement also now
states that the frame should be
linked back to the wall with an
air-tight tape.
Heat will always find the fastest
exit as it comes up against the ‘A’
or ‘A+’ rated window. This invariably emanates from the 10mm or
so expansion gap left around the
window following fitting. This is
normally left empty, yet some
amount of spray foam can be
injected to fill the void before a
silicone trim is applied for a
smart looking finish. Unfortunately, as expedient as this might
seem, none of these solutions
create a measurable, long term,
high performance thermal,
acoustic or airtight barrier – the
U-Value of the installed window
is simply reduced, which leads to
heat escape and ultimately, financial loss. That’s why the house
building industry and wider
construction sector deserves
better insulating solutions to
improve energy efficiencies,
especially if as predicted, the UK
market stays buoyant over the
next 12 months as the economy
continues to recover from the
pandemic and building and
construction activity remains
busy, particular in the face of a
chronic national housing shortage and the need to build more
affordable housing.

foams impregnated with different
substances to create a measurable U-Value as low as 0.6w/m2k,
offer superb thermal insulation
and can contribute to acoustic
sound reduction by 63dB. As
these installation tapes are
completely weather tight against
driving rain up to hurricane force
wind speeds, installers can
quickly apply them around the
frame during initial fitting. This
provides the assurance that they
Modular building
In modular construction, which is have completed a comprehengaining increasing traction and sive ‘A’ rated installation rather
will see continued integration than just supplying an ‘A’ rated
with the more traditional methods window. This is a benefit that can
of building in 2022, designers be sold on to deliver enhanced
and specifiers are looking at new energy efficiency advantages for
ways to deliver low carbon customers and property owners.
structures, which use sustainable
technologies to deliver measura- Technical innovation
ble airtight, acoustic and thermal Building regulation changes will
sealing benefits. And this is have an unequivocal impact as
where self-adhesive foam sealing energy ratings for buildings and
tapes can add real value, property become stricter and
enabling developers to bring for- these include energy and ventilaward housing projects more tion standards for residential and
expediently. They can use ‘smart’ non-domestic buildings that are
24 | Energy & Environment Promotional Feature| The Installer

far better for the environment and
fit for the future – higher air and
thermal standards for house
construction has to be a priority.
Technical innovation through
sealing technologies is one way
that those responsible for fenestration specification can do more
to support greater energy efficiency and mee the requirements
of Part L. Indeed, as sustainability
continues to be of paramount
concern in the development of
low carbon and eco-friendly
building projects, we will see
technologies such as energy
foam tapes, which can add real
value during the initial and post
construction phases, only grow in
importance as the most effective
solutions for sealing window and
door frame expansion joints and
gaps in houses. i
Pictures: Changes to Part L
of the Building Regulations
will see a demand for better
sealing practices.
www.iso-chemie.co.uk

What’s behind
these doors
is amazing

You probably already know that we
manufacture some of the UK’s most attractive
and secure composite doors. But what
you might not know is the dedicated trade
support enjoyed by all our retail partners.
It includes sales lead generation, high profile
consumer marketing, seamless customer
service, Doorbuilder ordering system,
extensive R&D and a reliable, trusted supply
chain. These reasons and more are why
hundreds of retailers throughout the UK
and Ireland love to stock our products.
To discover more or to become an
Apeer trade partner, call 0345 672 9333
or send an email to sales@apeer.co.uk

MORE THAN A DOOR

apeer.co.uk
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Warm Edge Spacer
Bars And Achieving
New Document L
Regulations
Mark Hickox, Sales Director at
Thermoseal Group discusses the
changes to Part L of the Building
Regulations which will come into force
from 15 June, 2022 and what impact
this will have on Insulated Glass Unit
manufacturers.

Picture: Should you be
asking your fabricator for
IGUs with Thermobar or
Thermoflex? Mark Hickox
thinks so if your are to meet
your obligations under the
revised Building Regulations.
www.thermosealgroup.com
New regulations will dictate
that replacement windows in
domestic properties will be
required to achieve a
U-value of 1.4 W/(m2K) or a
Window Energy Rating (WER)
minimum of a Band B, writes
Mark Hickox.
For timber windows, a U-value
of 1.6 W/(m2K) is permissible.
See Table 4.2 of ‘Approved
Document L, Conservation of
fuel and power, Volume 1:

Dwellings’ for details.
For new dwellings, reference
must be made to table 2.2,
which states the reference value
for target settings in windows
and glazed doors with greater
than 60% glazed area will be
1.2 W/(m2K). For new-build
properties the specification however, the builder does have the
opportunity to offset windows
with a U-value up to 1.6W/mK
against other elements of the

fabric of the building. See table
4.1 which states a maximum
U-value of 1.6 W/(m2K) is
permissable.
All thermal elements
In the strive to achieve lower Uvalues and higher WER ratings,
the thermal performance of
every element of the window
construction becomes more
important. Opting to swap from
aluminium spacer to a high-per
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formance spacer system such as
Thermobar or Thermoflex for
example can help to swing an
energy rating from a WER band
of a ‘C’ to a ‘B’, a ‘B’ to an ‘A’
or even an ‘A’ to and ‘A+’ etc.
With this in mind, we have
been swapping many of our
customers from using traditional
aluminium spacers to our warm
edge systems.
In light of the changes to
Document L and future changes

required to meet the Government’s targets for 2025, we
have our Technical Centre and
EN1279 test team working to
develop new products which will
help in improving the thermal
efficiency of the window. These
are set to be introduced over the
coming months.
Ask your fabricator
or IGU supplier
In recent months we have taken

a back seat in terms of taking on
new customers due to the many
supply chain issues we have
been having which are synonymous with the rest of the industry. However, we are now able
to supply new customers with
our products, so ask your fabricator or IGU supplier if their
glass units contain Thermobar or
Thermoflex – we are happy to
let them have a trial if the
answer is ‘no’. i
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Grand Designs Become Safe Solutions
An office in central London
has been refurbished into a
contemporary
workplace
with natural light and space
using glass from TuffX.
Multiple large openings on the
office building’s ground floor
were designed to open up the
basement level below. The plans
relied on a safe and secure specialist glass solution.
TuffX supplied a total of 76 individual panels of 21.5mm toughened and laminated glass, each
with polished edges and dubbed
corners. Due to the nature of the
project, the entire 95sq.m order of
glass was heat soaked for additional strength and quality, greatly
reducing the possibility of unforced breakage and providing
added reassurance for the client.
“Large spaces require careful
consideration when it comes to
placing windows, skylights and
other openings, in order to maximise light and give the whole
area a more comfortable feel for
everyone using it. Clever design
like this maximises on light and
space, yet safety is absolutely
paramount,” says Graham Price,
MD of TuffX.
“Not only was the basement
floor transformed with natural

daylight and a feeling of spaciousness, the the refurbishment
also created a dramatic entrance
to the building – with the glass
balustrades complementing the

sleek, contemporary concrete
and steel interior,” continues
Tuffx’ Price. i
www.tuffxglass.co.uk

A Diamond Deal
Can diamond arrissing belts
really cost less than silicone
carbide?
According
to
Ashton Industrial, the answer
is a resounding yes.
Using feedback from UK and
US customers using the company’s UNIX heavy duty manual
machines
to
arriss
3mm-6mm glass for tempering,
one pair of diamond belts
3350 x 100mm lasts on average around 10-12 weeks, double shift with a cost factor of
approximately £750.
28|Products & Projects | The Installer

This compares to 1 pair of SIC
belts per shift which equals 20
belts per week at around £5
each with an overall cost of
£1,200 over 12 weeks.
New from Ashton Industrial is
a call-off order scheme to reduce
diamond belt prices further still.
Order your requirement for a
year’s belts and Ashton will discount them by an extra 5% over
and above the best price-break
rate and hold them in stock for
you to call them off as you need
www.ashton-industrial.com
them and pay as you go. i
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Bond It Creates Bond With Geo-Fix
Bond It has acquired the sole
distribution rights to the GeoFix All Weather and Geo-Fix
Original Paving Jointing
Compounds – ideal when
your take on the garden door
and the veranda or patio
project.
Geo-Fix Original brush-in jointing compound revolutionised
traditional jointing methods 25
years ago; and in 2013, the
range was enhanced to include
Geo-Fix All Weather jointing
compound, a superior brush-in
sand that can be used in all
weathers. It now comes in a selection of beautiful coloured
sands to complement all designs
and tastes.
Geo-Fix is a ready mixed jointing that is simply brushed and
compacted into joints with minimal effort. Available in 2 ver-

sions, Original in 20kg buckets
in Buff and Grey and All
Weather in 14kg buckets in
Stone, Mid Grey, Anthracite,
Graphite and Slate Grey.
“Geo-Fix jointing compounds
are recognised brand leaders
and will be a perfect fit alongside our extensive Drive Alive
range of products,” says John

Andrews, a director of Geo-Fix.”
All Geo-Fix products will all be
available through Bond It
through an authorised network of
approved merchants and stockists throughout the UK and
Ireland. i

the offer of bespoke 1:1 training
for new users.
“We have listened to feedback
and made improvements to Hurst
Live to make it easier for our
trade customers to manage their
orders online, as well as provide
more visibility on the status of
their orders,” says Hurst Doors’
Sales Director, Mark Atkinson.
“The challenges of the last 18
months, due to supply chain

issues, labour and transport
shortages, highlighted the need
to be more transparent with the
status of orders and provide customers with as much information
as possible,” adds Hurst Doors`
Atkinson. “We are confident that
these developments to Hurst Live
go a long way towards achieving that transparency.” i

www.bonditgroup.com

Live Updates
Hurst Doors has invested in a
suite of developments to its
online platform for trade customers, Hurst Live. The system
already attracts installers
looking to manage their orders from end to end.
The enhancements made to Hurst
Live include:
• The styling, functionality and
user interface.
• A new search facility for easier navigation.
• The introduction of a new
‘order status’ checker.
• Digital paper trails attached to
each order, so that copies of
all necessary paperwork are
attached to each order.
• A ‘report issues’ e-form, with
the commitment that the Hurst
team will respond to all issues
within 48 hours.
• An updated user manual and

www.hurstdoors.co.uk
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NEC BIRMINGHAM
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FITSHOW.CO.UK

GET READY TO BUY, NETWORK AND DO BUSINESS IN PERSON

NEC BIRMINGHAM, 10-12 MAY 2022
Meet these exhibitors and much more
at FIT Show 2022. Scan the QR code to
register for FREE.
#FITShow22

High Days – High Bays Solve
Swansea Demand Boom

Trade News

Hardware firm, VBH, has had Operations Manager – Swansea
to install high-bay racks and and his team decided that the
picking systems at its only way was up as they
Swansea distribution centre designed and installed the highto cope with the high daily level picking spaces and pallet
demand of the post-pan- racking to take full advantage of
demic boom.
the building height. The move
The Swansea centre serves has created an extra 120 pallet
VBH’s customers in Wales and spaces.
south-west England. It had
There is now deeper stock
become apparent that more holding of VBH Swansea’s most
stock needed to be held locally popular lines, including those
so first time and complete orders from the greenteQ brand, with
can be shipped to customers no loss of picking shelves for
without the need to ship part smaller, slower moving products. capable of reaching all levels of
orders from other VBH sites.
A new high-level order picker racking and is computer guided
Floor area was at maximum is used in the narrow aisle to allow for safe working in
capacity so Dave Prout, VBH design layout. The picker is narrow aisles. i

Scotia Windows Boost Recycling And
Demands An Audit Trail
Gavin Smith became MD of
Scotia Windows and Doors in
2021. He immediately set
about changing how the firm
deals with its virgin offcuts
and the post-consumer
frames it takes from its trade
customers.
He turned to an industry specialist to get a consistent service
and an audit trail – Veka Recycling, one of the UK’s only companies able to collect and fully
re-process new PVC-U profile offcuts and old frames, in-house.
Veka Recycling has been
supplying at least one articulated
vehicle weekly to collect the PVCU, which is simply pre-sorted into
special bins and has added an
additional service to collect scrap
aluminium for re-processing.
“When I reviewed our arrangements in 2021 for disposing of
our PVC-U offcuts frames from installers, I was unhappy,” says
Smith. “We also moved to a
new, larger facility at the end of

2021 and the throughput and
management of material had to
be reliable in anticipation of the
sort of volumes that we are now
producing. I was impressed that
Veka Recycling would collect all
of our material and process
everything in its own re-cycling
plant and according to an

audited trail. All of that was important to us and to the big
housebuilders we do business
with.
“Recycling properly has given
us the incentive to improve in all
aspects and we are now looking
to reduce our carbon footprint in
any other way we can.” i
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Investment Comes From
New Board Member
Joe Trueman, the founder of
trade counter network Truemans and former director at
Stevenswood, has joined Premier Arches as a non-executive director and investor.
Trueman will be working behind the scenes with the senior
management team of the bespoke arched frames company
and focusing on business strategy, finance and recruitment, as
well as sales and marketing.
He says: “I’ve been in the industry for many years and been
a former customer of Premier
Arches. The determination to put
the customer first always stood
out to me – they have been on

my radar as a company that
would do well.”
Trueman adds: “When it
comes to profile bending, most
PVC fabricators simply don’t
have the time, the tools, or the
expertise to carry this out inhouse. Premier Arches manufactures and supplies the awkward
products that others don’t want
to make, helping its customers to
focus on what they’re best at.
“My goal with Premier Arches
is to spearhead business growth
Alongside this and with help
from the investment I’ve made,
we are working hard at improving our online pricing and ordering platform, our custom CRM

system, our new website as well
as bedding new machinery into
the factory.” i
Picture:
Premier
Arches
Managing Director Sean
Greenall (L) and new board
member Joe Trueman (R).

History In The Making
At The Carriageworks Bristol
TuffX has supplied 60sq.m of
specialist toughened glass
for The Carriageworks Grade
II listed building development in Bristol.
The refurbishment has been
completed with materials chosen
to complement the traditional
styles and industrial heritage of
the site.
TuffX delivered 49 individual
panels of 15mm toughened
monolithic glass with polished
edges and dubbed corners for the
apartment balconies, which overlook a new public marketplace.
The glass balustrades also
ensure that, inside, the openplan apartments and penthouses
remain light and airy.
Altogether, the focus is on
comfortable, top-spec city living
which looks good inside and out
and which will breathe new life
into the historic hub.
“We’re delighted to be chosen
for this ambitious project that
32| Trade News | The Installer

brings an important historical
site back to life in a modern
way, enhancing both its indoor
and outdoor spaces with the

clever use of contemporary
glass products,” says TuffX’s
Commercial
Director
Paul
Higgins. i

PURPLEXED
ABOUT YOUR
MARKETING?

In a world where marketing and customer behaviour is constantly
changing, you could be forgiven for being in a state of confusion
when it comes to your own marketing.
As a fully integrated marketing agency, Purplex is powered to
alleviate this stress and help ambitious companies like yours build
their reputation, business, and future.
With more than 35 years industry experience our specialist teams
build campaigns that cut-through the noise and create integrated,
consistent, and clear messages across all platforms to build brand
awareness and drive your business to greater heights.

SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS IN:

MARKETING
CONSULTANCY

PR & MEDIA
RELATIONS

VIDEO PRODUCTION
& EDITING

BRANDING &
CREATIVE

WEB & E-COMMERCE
DESIGN

SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING

SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMISATION

PAY-PER
CLICK

IF YOU’RE PURPLEXED ABOUT YOUR MARKETING, SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS

T: 020 3137 9319

E: grow@purplexmarketing.com | W: www.purplexmarketing.com

HQ: 200 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

Waking Up To
A Different World
As the surge in
demand begins to
level-off, the state of
the market is looking
very different now in
comparison to last
year, according to
Alex Tremlett,
Operations Manager
at Insight Data.
www.insightdata.co.uk/
salestracker

Throughout 2021, the home
improvement boom continued as consumers were
spending their lockdown
cash reserves and companies were achieving recordbreaking order books, writes
Alex Tremlett.
In fact, from the middle of 2020
(the end of the first national lockdown) right through to the end of
2021, the industry was dealing
with exceptional sales and
business growth. But as things
begin to stabilise, how will companies maintain the momentum?
Minimise risk
With continued uncertainty
across the window industry, it is
so important for companies to
use reliable prospect data to
make informed decisions.
This year, companies will need
to know the key contacts they
must target and the best way to
get in touch with them. Especially
as things in the industry begin to
level-off.
It will also be beneficial for busi-

nesses to understand the finances
of a future prospect, to identify if
working with them is a sensible
and viable option.
It is vital for companies to
obtain an accurate overview of a
prospect, to avoid challenges further down the line.
Don’t bank on Google
Depending on Google can be a
risk and is not the answer. Businesses need to be smarter in
sourcing the most up-to-date
prospect data. Insight Data is
best known for supplying marketing data. Our Salestracker software is the world’s first fully
integrated sales and marketing
platform designed exclusively for
the fenestration sector.
The system incorporates a CRM
system, a built-in email marketing
platform, document management
and hosts a financial data feed
directly from a credit reference
agency, providing users of the
system with a financial snapshot.
Salestracker provides our users
with key business and financial
data such as company registration and incorporation date,
turnover and net worth as well as
any county court judgements,
and credit rating. All the key information needed to see if the
company is a viable option.
Salestracker even gives users
the ability to build marketing lists
using credit ratings, so that companies can create direct mail,
telesales or email campaigns targeting new customers by financial stability as well as size,
product volumes, location and
other information.
An additional feature also
allows users to flag certain com-

Scott’s Corner

pany types and get an email alert
if the credit rating changes.
Next generation Salestracker
Salestracker is consistently reviewed and updated. It is a business tool designed to drive sales,
marketing and customer service.
We are currently building the
next generation of Salestracker.
Previous versions of the tool
allowed users to interact with
customers via email, post and
telephone while the latest edition
is exploring the potential to
connect through social media.
Social media continues to rapidly grow and revolutionise for
both consumers and business, so
it will be beneficial for companies
to be able to connect with
prospective clients through popular platforms such as LinkedIn
and Twitter.
With the recent shift away from
face-to-face meetings, the newest
version of Salestracker also includes an updated telemarketing
feature which allows users to simply manage their telesales campaigns and create follow-up lists.
Get back to lead generation
As demand decreases and lead
generation slows, businesses will
no doubt be preparing to get
back on the horse and start their
search for prospects to maintain
the level of momentum generated
over the last two years. i
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Database Hits Over 20,000
Insight Data’s research team has boosted the company’s
nationwide fenestration database to 20,000 decision-maker
contacts.
That’s great news for those that use the data – the best data
around, I might add. And I know – The Installer and sister
publication, The Fabricator, avail ourselves of it...and boy do
we generate results for our advertisers and our editorial
contributors.
That’s thanks to you too – without our readers’ loyalty, where
would we be? Certainly not the top Johnnies when it comes to
publishing for the window, door and home improvement
sector.
Help To Grow – Free Software
The Help to Grow: Digital Scheme launched recently to
provide businesses with discounts of up to £5,000 on
approved digital accounting and customer relations
management software. It’s a good scheme – a bit limited on
choice – but a good scheme none-the-less.
Oh – and it is a bit difficult to navigate but worth it...
The Help to Grow: Management Scheme is another
associated government project. Again, it’s worthwhile –
although those behind it could have done with going on it...it
is bloody hard to navigate and understand who can get what.
Maybe that’s the challenge – if you can get on the scheme,
you have passed the first module.
Kingston And Countryside To Build 2,170 Homes
Here we go again, another 2,170 homes are in the pipeline
and you won’t hear about who is building them in any other
industry press – we seem to be the only ones who think
keeping your business on a growing curve depends on
knowing where the next big project is taking place...if you’re
in the new build sector of course!
Relocation Leads To Path To Success
Premier Arches, the cur ved frame manufacturer, has
expanded its premises and found a new investor – and is on
its own upward curve, if you will pardon the pun.
Read the full details of all these stories on our News Pages and keep coming back for you weekly News to the
TheInstaller.pro
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
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Business Details
Janis Windows & Doors Ltd
48 Appleton Place, Appleton Industrial Estate,
Southern Road, Aylesbury, HP19 9EW
Tel: 0831 6090 476
Email: info@janis.co.uk
Web: http://www.janis.co.uk
Credit Rating: 73
Key Contact: Alexia Kalila, Managing Director

YOUR
FUTURE
IN YOUR
HANDS

Direct Tel: 07968 342 115
Direct Email: alexia.kalila@janis.co.uk

Products
PVCu Windows and Doors
Windows/Doors, Buy in, Spectus

Insight Data puts 80,000 potential
customers at your ﬁngertips

Vertical Sliders, Buy in, Veka
Bi-fold Doors, Buy in, Kommerling
Composite Doors, Buy in, Solidor, 10 PW

Aluminium Windows and Doors
Windows/Doors, Buy in, Techal
Windows/Doors, Buy in, Senior
Bi-fold Doors, Buy in, Technal

50-75 Frames per week

The Insight Database helps your sales and marketing team get better results faster. Updated live
in real-time with in-depth information, not available anywhere else, you get the inside track on
fabricators and installers, builders, architects, merchants, construction ﬁrms and house-builders.

01934 808 293
hello@insightdata.co.uk

www.insightdata.co.uk
502 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

@insightdata

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008

Colour Applicators

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Flyscreens

Handling Equipment

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE
ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Window openers
Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Planning Consultants

Baypole Jacks

Profile Bending
Conservatory Roofs

PROFINDER
Profile Bending
Machinery

G.M.FORMERS
DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES
t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279
e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

Tel: 07932 243 008 Email:
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

To Advertise
Call Mehreen
Haroon-Ali
07814 209789
mehreen.haroon@p
rofinder.eu

Spares for Repairs

Profile Bemding

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

Window Bags & Display Cases

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Corner Protectors

To Advertise
Call Mehreen
Haroon-Ali
07814 209789
mehreen.haroon@pr
ofinder.eu

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Alitherm Heritage

The perfect solution for sensitive refurbishment and
renovation projects.
Market leading aluminium windows that deliver not only
the aesthetics required for sensitive Victorian and Art deco
refurbishment projects, but also the thermal eﬃciency that
is demanded by developers, architects, planners and building
occupiers.
•

Signature slim proﬁles and sightlines associated with
traditional steel doors and windows.

•

Outstanding thermal performance.

•

Available in a number of formats, including ﬁxed-pane,
top-hung and side-hung casement. Doors are also
available in this range.

•

All available with a full suite of hardware options
synonymous with Victorian and Art Deco styles including
‘Monkey Tail’ and ‘Bulb’.

Also in Aluminium:
Bi-Fold Doors

Call us now for enquiries :
Tel : 01296 668899
Fax now for a quotation : 01296 301839
or email : enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website :

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

We pride ourselves on our reliability

